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ABSTRACT
To introduce middle school students to key concepts in image recog-
nition, we created an interactive web application that performs
sketch recognition and an afterschool curriculum for its use. Our
app, called DoodleIt, was inspired by Google’s Quick, Draw!, and
makes use of its accompanying open-source sketch library. With
DoodleIt, students make simple line drawings on a canvas area and
a previously-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) identifies
the object drawn. The application dynamically visualizes the dif-
ferent layers that are involved in the process of CNNs, including a
display of kernels, the resulting feature maps, and the percentage of
match at output neurons. We used DoodleIt in an 18-hour curricu-
lum to introduce middle school students to artificial intelligence,
machine learning, and data science. Four hours of content were
related to image recognition and the ethics of using AI. Here, we
describe the design of the DoodleIt application, the approach we
used to introduce the associated ideas to the students, and how we
assessed student learning. Qualitative data collected from students
are presented and discussed. Our findings indicate that students
were able to understand the functionality of the kernels and fea-
ture maps involved in the CNN to perform rudimentary image
recognition.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Interactive learning environments; •
Human-centered computing→ Visualization systems and tools;
• Computing methodologies→ Computer vision.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are key dri-
vers of growth and innovation across all industries, and the educa-
tion sector is no different [11]. According to Hao, “Children today
are growing up in a world surrounded by AI: algorithms determine
what information they see, help select the videos they watch, and
shape how they learn to talk” [8]. Children could become critical
consumers of technology if they understood how algorithms are
created and how they impact society [17].

AI training in K-12 schools, particularly public schools, is a great
way to equip a diverse citizenry with 21st-century skills they need
to thrive in an AI-powered world [26]. Thus, teaching AI should be
a part of K-12 education [25]. The underlying processes of machine
learning are rarely exposed to children and thus they lack the
opportunity to acquire accurate ML mental models [9]. It is further
important to go beyond engaging children in using AI algorithms;
we must unpack the “black boxes” of how these algorithms works
[10]. However, resources and support for this are limited. These
needs are the motivation for our work.

In this study, we introduced middle school students to image
recognition and taught them the processes a computer uses when
recognizing images. Our intent was to create a tool with the follow-
ing functionalities:

• Easily accessible to a large audience and does not require
any installation.
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• Unveils the functionality hidden behind the black box of
neural networks in a way that is understandable by the user
with no prior knowledge of AI.

• Is an interactive tool that can engage the user and generate
curiosity about AI.

Our accompanying curriculum makes a connection with four of
the five “AI4K12 Big Ideas” [25]:

• Computers perceive the world using sensors (Big Idea #1).
• Agents maintain models/representations of the world and
use them for reasoning (Big Idea #2).

• Computers can learn from data (Big Idea #3).
• AI applications can impact society in both positive and neg-
ative ways (Big Idea #5).

We conducted a pilot study in the context of an after school
program. The full program taught the following topics to students
over 11 sessions conducted over six weeks:

(1) Introduction to AI and Image Recognition.
(2) Machine Learning Techniques.
(3) Data Creation, Exploration, and Visualization.
(4) Ethical Consideration and Societal Implications.
This paper presents our work on topics 1 and 4. Our work on 2

and 3 is published in [18].

2 RELATEDWORK
One of the first steps in democratizing AI to include K-12 students
is developing appropriate resources to demystify the concepts. Ac-
cordingly, several curricula, tools and approaches have been created
to ensure the young learners have access to AI learning [16, 21, 27].
Owing to important role of technology in introducing concepts
to learners, several tools have emerged for teaching different AI
related concepts [22, 23]. Such tools include Google’s Teachable Ma-
chine (GTM) [5], LearningML [20], Machine learning for Kids [14]
and VotestratesML [12]. Growing empirical evidence from use of
these tools suggests they are helpful in supporting student learning
of AI concepts. For instance, GTM has been found to be useful in
introducing classification and pattern recognition [3]. LearningML
has also been effective to communicate how image recognition
works among other supervised machine learning concepts [20].
VotestratesML is a tool for supporting K-12 students in building
models and making predictions based on real world voting data
[12].

While evidence supports the influence of the existing tools to
teach basic AI concepts, more tools are required at earlier educa-
tional stages, such as middle school (students between ages twelve
and thirteen), to further popularize AI knowledge. Inspired by this
need, we created DoodleIt, for introducing concepts in convolu-
tion neural networks (CNN) to students and uncover the processes
hidden behind the black box of image recognition.

Very few tools and studies exist that focus on internal work-
ing of CNNs for K-12 students. One of such is the browser-based
game, “Contour to Classification,” which introduces the structure,
components, and functioning of a neural network [15].

DoodleIt differs from this prior work as it visualizes the different
layers that are involved in the process of CNNs: the display of ker-
nels, the resulting feature maps, and the percentage of the match at

output neurons. DoodleIt was inspired by Google’s Quick, Draw!
[13] and makes use of the open-source sketch library provided by
this project. As observed by Gresse von Wangenheim [6], there is
lack of information on how AI tools have been developed and eval-
uated. Here, we describe the design of the DoodleIt application, the
approach we used to introduce the associated ideas to the students,
and how we assessed student learning.

3 METHODOLOGY
DoodleIt was created as a web-based application that recognizes the
drawings of different objects made on a canvas. The tool identifies
what drawing is being made on the canvas while the user is actively
drawing. It displays the filters (also known as kernels) that were
trained in the convolution neural network model. It visualizes their
application to the source image, producing respective feature maps
in real time. DoodleIt was trained to recognize six different objects:
cat, sheep, door, cake, apple, and triangle. These six categories were
chosen based on their ease of drawing from the 345 categories in
Google’s Quick, Draw! dataset [13].

3.1 Motivation
Today’s youth are continuously exposed to a multitude of image
recognition applications. Examples include Face ID for phone secu-
rity, visual-image search engines to identify certain products and
logos, road navigation for self-driving cars, and many others. Since
youth likely have encountered some form of image recognition,
we thought it to be beneficial that they understand the processes
behind how it works. Through this, we could help students gain a
better understanding of the world around them and develop their
curiosity about AI.

3.2 Implementation of DoodleIt
We use a convolutional neural network (CNN) for the image classi-
fication model in DoodleIt. Our CNN model was trained in Python
and consists of six classes (cat, sheep, apple, door, cake, triangle).
We created our model using Keras, a high-level API of TensorFlow
2, which provides the necessary abstractions and building blocks to
build sophisticated machine learning models [4]. As mentioned, we
used Google’s Quick, Draw! [13] dataset in order to train our predic-
tive CNN. This dataset consists of 50 million drawings amongst 345
categories with each image formatted as a 28*28 grayscale NumPy
image. Each of DoodleIt’s six classes comprised 50K images from
the dataset, totaling 300K images altogether. Our six-class dataset
is divided into training images (180K) and testing images (120K). A
sample of the training dataset is shown in Fig. 1.

Image inputs are normalized such that the pixel values of each
image are between zero and one, speeding up the training process.
Our CNN architecture consists of six layers and one convolutional
layer. As shown in Fig. 2, our model has:

• A convolution layer with eight filters of three by three in
size with a ReLU activation function;

• A max-pooling Layer with a pool size of two by two;
• A flatten layer;
• A dropout layer with a probability of 0.2;
• A dense layer with 32 neurons and ReLU activation function;
• A output/softmax Layer.
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Figure 1: Sample Drawings from the Training Dataset

To explain CNNs to students, we focused on the fully-connected
network between the feature maps and the output neurons. We
chose this “one-layer” CNN model because it would be easier to
understand than the typical multi-layer CNN designs. Also, our
one-layer, eight-filter model produced simple, intelligible kernels.
As shown in Fig. 3 (a), one kernel specialized in detecting diagonal
lines while another detected vertical lines. We did test a three-layer
CNN model; while it performed better, its kernels were ambiguous
in terms of their feature extraction (Fig. 3 (b)).

Our one-layer CNN model was exported as a Keras H5 file and
converted to a JSON format which contained the model’s architec-
ture, weight values, and compiled information. The JSON format
is compatible with HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP, which we
used to build DoodleIt’s front- and back-ends. We imported the
TensorFlow.JS library [1] and used it for importing the JSON model
into the front-end itself, along with visualizing the filter and feature
maps.

We based our front-end design on open-source code shared by
Yining [24]. We added several important features to our front-end,
including visualizing the filters and feature maps, implementing
prompts for student exploration, and color-coding output neurons
to signify different levels of accuracy percentage. We have designed
DoodleIt in such a way that it represents the actual CNN architec-
ture.

The full DoodleIt app is shown in Fig. 4 :
• On the left side, the interactive canvas allows users to use
their mouse to make drawings.

• Next to the canvas, filters extracted by our trained CNN
model are displayed.

• As the user makes a drawing, feature maps resulting from
application of the filter to the input image are visualized, and
update in real-time as the user draws on the canvas. Through
this, users gain insight into how a computer interprets their
drawing using filters and feature maps.

• Six output neurons display a percentage associated of match
associated with each image class. The neurons are color-
coded based on this value. For example, green denotes per-
centage matches greater than 85% and red, less than 15%.

• Below the canvas, a prompt encourages user exploration.
• For research purposes, a screenshot is captured each time
the user finishes their work (upon clicking the clear button).
A code name field records the anonymous unique identifier
of research participants.

Source code for DoodleIt is available at [7] , and the live demo is
available at [19].

4 THE CURRICULUM
Our curriculum for image recognition was part of an 18-hour long
AI after school program for middle school students. The curricu-
lum had the following components: (1) Use of Google’s Teachable
Machine and discussion of ethics of face recognition; (2) a presen-
tation on neural networks; (3) use of DoodleIt; (4) a presentation
of kernels/filters and convolution, followed by a paper and pencil
kernel activity; and (5) videos, conversations, and interviews about
the ethics of using image recognition in the world.

4.1 Google Teachable Machine & AI Ethics
Through Google’s Teachable Machine [5], students gained an under-
standing of classification problems and the importance of training
dataset. Our discussion of the ethics of image recognition was
guided by videos, including introducing algorithmic bias via the
Gender Shades work [2] (Big Idea #5).

4.2 Introduction to Image Recognition
A slide presentation introduced the students to some basic concepts
of image recognition, neural networks, and convolutional neural
networks. Children were shown that the computer reads an image
in the form of numbers (Big Idea #1) and feeds them into the neural
network in order to recognize images (Big Idea #2).

The visual approach to explaining neural networks generated
interest and discussion. One student asked, “Why does it says 15
percent dog when it is clearly a cat?” as shown in Fig. 5. We ex-
plained to them the cat and dog have some similar features which
make the computer think that it might be a dog. They were also
introduced to the concepts of training and testing data.

4.3 Interaction with DoodleIt
After students were shown a demo of DoodleIt, they were invited
to use it. They used the prompts in the drop-down menu and exper-
imented with the application freestyle. We helped them understand
how filters and feature maps worked. We helped them understand
that the filters recognize particular features in the images drawn
by them, such as diagonal and vertical lines.

After students interacted with the tool, we showed them sample
images from the training dataset (Fig. 1). This helped them under-
stand why the computer could or could not properly identify their
drawing (Big Idea #3).

We then returned to the slide presentation to show how the filters
and their respective feature maps are involved in the CNN process.
We focused on the feature extraction process and the output layer
of the CNN as shown in Fig. 2.

We showed them how image drawn by them is passed to the
different layers with the help of the diagram shown in Fig. 2. The
drawn image is first passed to eight filters which results in their
respective feature maps and those feature maps pass through differ-
ent layers like max pooling, dropout layer and fully connected layer
for further processing. We briefly introduced these terms and did
not explain in depth as it could be overwhelming for the beginners.
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Figure 2: CNN Architecture for DoodleIt

(a) Diagonal and Vertical filters (b) Ambiguous Filters

Figure 3: Comparison between filters trained in different
layered models

And the last layer is the output layer that gives the probability for
each object.

4.4 Kernel Paper Activity
After the interaction with the DoodleIt application, we did a kernel
paper activity where we explained to them how filters are cap-
turing some features in an image. In terms of logistics, this is a
straightforward pen and paper exercise that is inexpensively and
simply printable on paper and a translucent sheet. This activity
was designed in such a way that no prior knowledge of matrix mul-
tiplication or complicated computation is needed. We gave them
the worksheet with an image of one digit and an empty box for

the feature map for them to fill out and an acetate sheet that had a
filter made on it with a cut-out.

In the worksheet, black cells represented a binary 1 value and
white cells represented 0 as shown in Fig. 6. The acetate sheet had
translucent, pink-colored squares to represent the values of 1 in
the filter as shown in Fig. 6. Students were first asked to position
the acetate (representing the filter) on the upper-left 3×3 corner of
the input image and count the number of overlapping black and
pink boxes. (This enacted the matrix multiply step of convolution,
which was not explained in detail to the students.)

Then students recorded this sum in a corresponding box of the
featuremap, whichwas revealed by the cut-out square of the acetate.
As the students moved the acetate filter, they filled in different boxes
on the feature map. Representative student work is shown in Fig. 6.

4.5 Assessments
Student performance was evaluated through a series of assessments,
including a post-survey questionnaire, interviews, and written as-
sessments.

• The post-survey questionnaire had four multiple choice ques-
tions, some of which are as follows:
– How successful do you think the model was in recognizing
the images?

– Which filter is the diagonal filter?
• Some of the interview prompts used were:
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Figure 4: Screenshot of DoodletIt Application

Figure 5: Slide to introduce image digitization and categoriza-
tion

Figure 6: Example of Kernel Activity Worksheet

– How do you think DoodleIt recognizes images?
– What objects does DoodleIt always guess correctly? Why
do you think this is so?

– Do some of the filters recognize different types of features
in the image?

– If you draw an object other than these 6, then what hap-
pens and why do you think it happens?

– What object does the demo guesses wrongly most often
and why do you think this is so?

• A written assessment asked students to predict how a neural
net would identify a drawing of a dog when the net was not
trained on dog images, and to match filters with resulting
feature maps (Fig. 9).

5 DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We collected data from four students and to analyze this data we
have done a single-subject design for our four subjects. We also
made observations while students completed their activities; i.e.,
we noted their questions, observations, and understanding of the
activities as they went through them. We first analyzed all the
data collected from the students according to the sequence of the
performed activities. The sequence of the activities performed was
: doodleIt interaction, kernel activity, post-survey questionnaire,
interviews, and written assessment.

We present our findings in the form of student stories which
tie together the data from every activity done by an individual
or student group. To maintain student anonymity, we refer to the
students by number. The students included three boys and one girl,
aged 12 to 13 years old.

Student 1. This student interacted with the application free-
style and only used a few prompts from the drop-down as he
did not find the challenges drop-down helpful. He believed
the application used a filter and compared the drawn image
with the training data (which he referred to as a “box of
code”). He observed that the application recognized some
images correctly but never all of them. He observed that
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Figure 7: Student 1 response to Kernel Paper Activity

Figure 8: Student 2 interaction with DoodleIt

cat doodles were recognized the most and opined that it
may be because it most closely resembles a circle, and it
was the most common “box of code” which made it easy for
the application. He showed understanding of the fact that
the application is learning from what it has been trained on
(referred to as “it has seen”). He determined that if an object
is drawn which is not part of the dataset, the application
will try to guess something from the dataset which closely
resembles the doodle. He believed that the application got
the apple wrong most often because it resembles a circle
which is similar to other objects (e.g., cat or cake) which the
application has been trained on the most.
He was able to do the kernel paper activity correctly and he
made his own image of number one and applied the vertical
filter and realized that it picked up the same vertical line
feature as the one in the worksheet as shown in Fig. 7.
Overall, he found the activity interesting and had fun. His
overall responses in the interview and the activities sug-
gested that he understood that the computer is able to recog-
nize the images because it has been pre-trained with images
of those objects and because of that it looks for those features
while making a prediction.

Student 2. This student started interacting with the applica-
tion using the prompts in the drop-down and found them
helpful and later explored on her own as shown in Fig. 8. In
one of the post-questionnaires, she answered that she got the
cake mostly correct; it could be because she got mostly cake
as the prediction, even if the object drawn was not a cake.
She understood that some filters were capturing some par-
ticular features in the image and were clearly able to explain

the features that make an object different from another. For
example, when she was asked what makes a sheep different
from a cake she said, “Sheep has legs upside down, not on
the top like the candle on the cake.” She thought that model
could not detect the image of a door because whenever she
drew a door it was predicted as cake and she thought it could
be because of the doorknob which could be interpreted as
cake. Initially, she thought that the computer chooses ran-
domly if any object other than the six objects were drawn
but her results from the written assessment suggest that she
understood computer will predict the object that it is most
similar with.

Students 3 and 4. This group interacted with the application
using some prompts and sometimes of their own. The group
tried making objects different from these six objects which
always gave them a cake that clearly was not a cake and
it made them think that the computer always guesses cake
wrong. The observations from this group were in stark con-
trast with Student 1. The overall consensus among the group
was negative as they felt the application could not recog-
nize most of their drawings correctly. Student 3 did not an-
swer one of the questions in the post-survey questionnaire
when asked which object the applications guesses correctly
mostly because he thought there was no object that the ap-
plication mostly guesses correctly. However, they liked the
kernel activity and through this activity, they understood
the functionality of the filters. Responses from the written
assessment of Student 3 as shown in Fig. 9 suggested that he
understood the functionality of the filters and how training
data is important in predicting the images.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
We found that DoodleIt often did not perform well in terms of
identifying images. We did not experience the same performance
while testing the application, where it was almost always correct.
We think one of the reasons might be the way the drawings were
made on the canvas. In our testing, we realized we made all our
drawings to fill the canvas, whereas students tried tomake drawings
in all parts of the canvas. In subsequent work with different groups
of users, we have coached them to fill the whole canvas with their
drawings and, consequently, DoodleIt performed much better.

The application worked in terms of explaining the concepts of
filter and feature maps to the students.

A three-layer convolution model would have performed better
in terms of image recognition, but we wanted to be transparent
with the students in terms of the technology we used for the image
recognition and the filters in one layer convolution model were
more visually representative. Keeping the balance between perfor-
mance and difficulty was important to us. Our study suggests that
the application was helpful in educating all these concepts.

Although this activity was designed to help middle school stu-
dents understand image recognition, it can be helpful to others
with varying prior knowledge of AI. A graduate machine learning
class was also introduced to the DoodleIt application. After view-
ing the interface, students could gain a deeper understanding of
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Figure 9: Student 3 response to written assessment

neural networks and lay a foundation for constructing more com-
plex neural networks. The interactive process of real-time drawing
can better engage students. The simple filters and feature maps
make it easy to explain and comprehend what the filters do, and
the output is straightforward. Although convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) are trained and applied using matrix computation
and back-propagation, visual aids are very beneficial in helping
students comprehend the inner workings of a CNN.

During an AI workshop with K–12 teachers, we completed the
DoodleIt curriculum, including the kernel pen–paper activity. One
of the instructors noticed that the vertical filter functions as a detec-
tor for the number “1” (which was an accurate observation). Overall,
they felt the DoodleIt connected with them, and they wanted to
share it with their pupils.

The kernel activity was very beneficial in teaching them the
functionality of the filters and how feature maps are generated. We
were able to unveil some of the functionalities used in the black
box of neural networks. Our students had no prior knowledge of
machine learning or artificial intelligence, and these activities were
able to help them understand the concepts of the feature extraction
and training data used in image recognition.

Ourworkwas successful in generating curiosity about AI in these
students. The participant group was too small to draw definitive
statistical results, but it shows promise. We intend to conduct this
study with a larger group of students to generate more insights and
to allow the generalizability of the findings.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Evidence collected from the users suggests that students understood
aspects of convolution neural networks (CNNs): filters/kernels, fea-
ture maps, and combining results to get a probability of identifica-
tion. Students were also able to understand the importance of the
training data and that the neural network will only give an answer
based on the categories it is trained on. They understood that CNNs
work by feature extraction.

While two students were frustrated because of incorrect recog-
nition at the beginning, the other two students found the activity
fun. But they all felt that they learned something. Overall, everyone
enjoyed the title “DoodleIt” and collectively came to the playful
conclusion that “people make too many cakes.”

We can add different versions of CNNs in the future, such as
one layer and three layers, in order to allow students to interact
with the one layer first, then with the three layers, and compare
the performance of the two models.

This study suggests that the combination of tutorial presenta-
tions, activities with the DoodleIt app, and kernel exercises was a
meaningful introduction to CNNs for fifth and sixth-grade students.
It helped them understand the concepts of CNNs and also generated
curiosity about AI among them.
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